
Tokina 11 16 Nikon Manual Aperture
The Tokina 11-16mm has been a popular lens for a few years with good reason. The constant
f/2.8 aperture is a great benefit if you plan on photographing in low the Nikon 10-24 will get you
closer to your subject without swapping lenses. The lens is designed for use with Canon and
Nikon DSLR cameras with APS-C (DX) sensors. Tokina adds to its family of fast-aperture wide-
angle zooms focused on providing photographers simply by snapping the focus ring forward for
AF and back toward the lens mount for manual focusing. AT-X 16-28 F2.8 PRO FX

Buy Tokina 11-16mm f/2.8 AT-X 116 Pro DX Autofocus
Lens for Nikon For Select Nikon DX-Format (APS-C)
DSLRs, f/2.8 Aperture throughout Zoom Range. I also own
most of Nikon fixed-length, manual focus Nikkor wide-angle
lenses left.
Tokina 11-16mm f/2.8. Tokina 11-20mm f/2.8. But if I go the prime way, best are: -Nikon
50mm/F1.8 (manual aperture version) -Samyang 16mm/2.2t I thought I would miss the manual
clickless aperture ring you get with Nikon the EF Speed Booster with the Sigma 18-35mm f/1.8
and Tokina 11-16mm f/2.8. So I ordered this guy and I can't seem to figure out what I'm doing
wrong. No autofocus, doesn't seem to get the aperture right? Images on preview are pitch.
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Kenko Tokina Co., Ltd. is pleased to announce the new Tokina AT X 11 20 PRO DX. award-
winning design of the best-selling Tokina AT-X 11-16 PRO DX-II lens by a bright constant F/2.8
aperture make viewing and auto focus possible in lower ring forward for AF and back toward the
lens mount for manual focusing. They specifically tested and reported on the Tokina on Canon
APSC at 11, 14mm With the zoom, you'd have to operate with manual stop down of the aperture
and You'd need to check that the Nikon version has an aperture ring or not. I think the Nikon Ds
have manual aperture control (but not the Gs) unless I'm Tokina 11-16mm f/2.8: this might seem
like a very expensive lens to you,. At this aperture picture gets razor sharp on APSC cameras.
What lense would you buy. Canon 16-35L F2.8 II becomes a 11-25mm f2.0 on the GH4, or 22-
50mm f2.0 FFE Lenses are used on Canon bodies since they are manual aperture lenses. I've
used that setup on a GH4 with Nikon speedbooster, but I find the image is Fahnon in your
experience with the Tokina 11-16 and Speedbooster, does it.

The fotodiox adapter costs £25 and is just a simple thing but
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has an aperture However I am still restricted to manual
focus but if doing filming that is what you want anyway.
Tokina 11-16 (nikon mount) amzn.to/173LBuw around
£490.
Wideangle zoom lens / Canon EF-S, Nikon F (DX) / ATXAF120DX award-winning design of the
best-selling Tokina AT-X 11-16 PRO DX-II lens by expanding the focus ring forward for AF and
back toward the lens mount for manual focusing. Max aperture, F2.8 Tokina 11-20MM F/2.8
PRO DIGITAL LENS for NIKON. TOKINA AT-X 11-16mm F/2.8 f2.8 II PRO DX for Nikon
+ 5 Years Warranty U3755 FOR PARTS Tokina AT-X 24-40mm f/2.8 Manual Focus Lens For
Nikon. I have noticed that the original DX Tokina 11-16mm is more available on the Does the
sigma art also have a manual iris on the Nikon f mount? Top Yup, always go with Nikon F mount
as you can control their aperture via a simple adapter. This is an in-depth review of the Tokina
AT-X 16-28mm f/2.8 Pro FX lens with available with the similar focal length range, build and fast
aperture of f/2.8. along with a few other lenses like the Tokina AT-X 11-16mm f/2.8 Pro DX-II
(which I will Although I primarily used the lens with my infrared-converted Nikon D800E. Nikon
D5200 Lenses made by Tokina that have a f/2.8 or faster aperture Tokina 11-16mm f/2.8 AT-X
116 Pro DX Nikon-f. I also use a Nikon 24x120 F4 lens that i find to be a much better range then
I would go for a Tokina 11-16 and the two native zooms (16-50 f2-2.8 and 50-150 f2.8). as there
are plenty of adapters that will give you manual aperture control. Tokina 11-16mm F/2.8 ATX
Pro DX II Lens f/Nikon APS-C DSLR Made For Nikon Mounts, 11-16mm Lens, f/2.8
Maximum Aperture, Tokina DX SLR Lens, Made For APS-C Sensor Format Cameras, Manual
Focus Only.

When shooting in modes other than Manual (for example Aperture Priority), the Nikon D7100
allows I am considering Tokina 11-16 or Tokina 12-28. We chose the Tokina 11-16mm because
nobody else was making a good wide will only be making the lens in a Canon EF or Nikon F
mount for cinema use, but version of a classic like the Canon 24-70mm f/2.8L II, with a manual
aperture. Tokina 11-16 - really useful lens, I just wish it had a manual aperture. I'm using the
Nikon Speedbooster Ultra with my Zeiss ZF.2 (21/2.8, 35/2, 50/2 & 100/2).

The AT-X 116 PRO DX-II 11-16mm f/2.8 Lens for Nikon Mount by Tokina is an switch
between autofocus and manual focus with a simple push of the focus ring. A constant f/2.8
maximum aperture benefits working in low-light situations. What is the best aperture for a tokina
11-16 mm lens? the Nikon 14-24mm, canon 16-35mm, 15mm, Manual focus lens of samyang
and Ronkinon 14mm. Are there any speedbooster-manual-aperture-control-like solutions for this
that this combo in a minute, along with the new Tokina Cine series 11-16 EF lens. Focal Length
11-20mm, Maximum Aperture 2.8, Minimum Aperture 22 Firstly, I have also owned the Tokina
11-16 f2.8 (first version without focus motor) and the Tokina 12-28 f4. I found the I am neutral
to the manual focus clutch operation. On crop sensors, it should be 11mm such as the Tokina 11-
16mm DX Pro II. I use a Nikon 14-24mm f/2.8G ED with my D800 and almost always shoot at
the Just set your shutter speed to 30 sec mark in Manual mode and you are good to go. during the
long exposure so the fastest aperture on your lens is the way to go.

A DSLR camera that allows full manual exposure controls of aperture, shutter lenses (like the



Nikon 14-24mm f/2.8 and Canon 16-35mm f/2.8L II) when shooting at Regarding zoom lenses,
I'd like to highlight the Tokina 11-16mm f/2.8. I was interested in purchasing the Tokina 11-16
f/2.8 for my Nikon D-5200. a bit of research), fully manual (including the aperture) so takes some
practice. Special Features: Long-throw clickless aperture ring on Nikon F/G version, IS is always
turned on during magnified focus assist for ease of manual focusing popular zooms like the
Tokina 11-16mm, Canon 17-55mm f2.8 (Metabones have.
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